Point of Commencement
NE Corner
Section 27–T13S–R23E

N. Line Sec 27–T13S–R23E

Southwest Line of Lot 1,
Meadowland Commons
(Per Plat)

EXIST.
WATERLINE EASEMENT
BK 6980, PG 460

ACCESS ROAD

Point of Beginning

Scale: 1" = 100'

Point A

Southerly Most
Corner of Lot 1,
Meadowland Commons
(Per Plat)

Point of Commencement
for WATERLINE EASEMENT
Recorded BK 6980, PG 460
At intersection of North R/W
Harold St. and East R/W
Kansas Highway 7

Abandon Water Easement
(3,368.33 Sq. Ft.)

NOTE:
The purpose of this exhibit is only for the representation of the proposed
Easements shown hereon. This exhibit does not constitute a boundary survey.
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